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Notes

Limited Edition 12" on Clear and Black (THIS)Vinyl with lock-groove on Side B. Comes with 8-page
Art Book and El Huervo slipmat. Black vinyl limited to 300.
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Comments about Vandereer - El Huervo
Grarana

I discovered El Huervo a little over 3 years ago after purchasing his compilation cassette on Swedish
Columbia at my local record store (which is just walking distance from me and is still there). The
cassette and music on it opened a whole new world of music style to me. Now 3 years later I gave in
and purchased El Huervo's latest release on vinyl at the same record store for a decent price of
$25.00. When I got home and opened up the record I was surprised that it came with a nice
turntable slip mat with very nice artwork, a bumper sticker and a beautiful big 8 page booklet of full
color artwork. The vinyl was black which I didn't mind too much. It would have been nice if it had
been the clear vinyl edition as I'm a sucker for colored wax (always have been). Just the packaging
on this LP made me think how did the artist even make a penny on this release. As with other El
Huervo cassettes and the 7" of Daisuke on white vinyl the presentation is simply stunning. With each
release added to my collection the music leaves me wanting more. I'd describe it as instrumental
downtempo trip-hop with snippets of sound bites here and there (as I personally prefer as I'm not
really a fan of rapping anymore-haven't been since the early 1990's). This is music to kick it to and
chill to. I'm trying to get more people to discover El Huervo's music but as soon as I mention the
word "cassette" I will get laughed at or the tired answer of "who still owns a tape player. Well, I do
and I never got rid of any of my tape players as long as they still played tapes or recorded. You can
easily find portable Sony tape players on sites like eBay for affordable prices. In doing so you'd find
yourself faced with a whole new cassette music culture that's rising at many of the independent
record store I frequent in the Los Angeles area. Getting back to this LP I'm happy that it was pressed
on vinyl as it sounds beautiful on wax with sounds of seagulls and strings on one track and groovy
guitar licks that flashback to the late 60's and 70's without coming off as cheesy. Side Two ends with
a locked groove so be careful if you happen to decide to transfer digitally or on audio cassette (I did
both) as you will have one hell of a LONG side two running time! For those who are unable to grab a
physical copy I guess your only option is to purchase a digital version. The local record shop by my
pad has a big stack of the Daisuke 7" singles so I purchased an extra one for my younger brother and
one for a visiting music lover cousin from Costa Rica so he could take it back home and enjoy it on
his turntable (I can picture him lighting up a big spiff and listening to this at one of the many
beautiful beaches down there). It's sad to see copies of this LP being sold for high asking prices both
on here and other auction sites. I think in due time Swedish Columbia will repress this release and
do it some justice as it needs to find that right audience and become an instant classic. Thanks
again, El Huervo, for an amazing music journey.
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